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Interview with Shri R.K Dave, Deputy Director, Systems Reliability Area (SRA)

SAC Courier (SC): 
INSAT-3D, you had the opportunity to work as team 
member. Please share your experiences, like technology, 
resources, access to technical details available from other 
satellite designers, problems faced and innovative 
solutions derived; then and now.

From the realisation of Bhaskara to 

R K Dave (RKD): The technology as well as the design, 
analysis and test tools and resources have advanced and 
improved incomparably since the days of Bhaskara.  
During Bhaskara-I project, the only environmental test 
facility at ISAC was a 1 m thermovac chamber, right in the 
electronics laboratory. For all other environmental tests 
we had to depend on BEL or defence facilities. The 
electronics laboratory itself was shared for all activities 
(and for all subsystems) starting from PCB assembly to 
spacecraft integration and checkout.  There was only one 
computer in ISAC- with spacecraft checkout -that used 
paper tape for booting and front panel switches for 
programming. Thus even Bhaskara spacecraft was 
complex considering technology and resources available 
at that point of time.  While the tools and technology 
have advanced, the complexity and capabilities of the 
missions that we fly have also increased many folds. 
Missions like IRNSS, GSAT-7, RISAT or INSAT-3D.  The 
significant change is that we have become more 
professional. During the early period, our primary goal 
was to learn and master the art of building spacecraft and 
payloads. Today, having achieved that goal, we 
concentrate on getting best performance. We use 
sophisticated design and analysis tools to optimise 
performance of the systems that we design and then use 
equally sophisticated tools to test them. 

As far as innovation is concerned, we had our share in the 
best tradition of ISRO. Two examples come to my mind. 
The computer system used for Bhaskara mission 
operation was rather primitive, its only output being 
printout of telemetry raw count for complete master-
frame of 1024 words.  We used to overlay cardboard 
templates with labelled slots at appropriate places- one 
template for each of the systems like power or sensors- in 
order to de-commutate the telemetry. 

Later, when I was involved in development of checkout 
system for IRS payloads, we decided to use Intel 8085 
microprocessor. However, the only development system 
that we had was a kit from Intel with hex keyboard. So we 
developed 8085 assembler, linker and loader on a Tek 
DPO- the only computer available- in BASIC, and used its 

serial interface to download code on the kit.  Complete 
software for Spacecraft Interface Simulator was 
developed using the system. 

RKD: While miniaturisation was certainly an important 
factor, there were also two technology trends – increasing 
use of digital electronics for signal processing and gradual 
withdrawal of vendors of MSI/LSI devices from the 
market, especially space market – that made us think of 
FPGA solution. In mid nineties, we designed VHRR and 
CCD Payload control logic and formatter using ACTEL 
1020 devices. The first was developed by our engineers 
using development tools and programmer at ISAC. By this 
time we had acquired the development system and the 
second design was carried out at SAC.   We used 
Viewlogic design entry and simulator tool – similar to the 
one used for ALTERA EPLD development by our checkout 
colleagues- and Synopsis FPGA Express for synthesis.  
Both the designs were carried out using schematic based 
design entry.  We redesigned the CCD logic-formatter 
using VHDL in 1997-98 time-frame. So we were ready to 
take-up INSAT-3D design by year 2000. 

There was no separate team identified for FPGA related 

SC: You have been instrumental in initiating the activities 
regarding usage of FPGAs at SAC when the FPGA were not 
so popular even for commercial applications. Was this in 
response to need e.g. miniaturisat ion, re-
programmability, flexible design etc? Starting anything 
new needs a big effort, all subsequent changes are 
incremental. Could you share your experience as to how 
the activity was initiated, what challenges faced etc.?
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personal experience I can say that understanding of the 
other field- QA in case of designer and design in case of 
QA engineer generates a sort of empathy which helps 
resolve many tricky technical as well as procedural issues 
without conflict. Therefore, I believe that one cannot be a 
good quality assurance engineer without adequate 
understanding of design issues and the other way round.  
Recognising this fact, we have recently started rotating 
personnel between design and quality functions.

RKD: Both the experiences were interesting and 
challenging in their own ways. As a designer, trying out 
new concepts/technologies like MLB, motherboard, HMC 
or FPGA was technically interesting and also exciting– 
something akin to what a gambler must feel while taking 
new bet- a very calculated no doubt; but still a bet. QA was 
also challenging because of its sheer technical diversity 
with an element of human interactions thrown in. It was 
exciting because in many cases one had to take decisions, 
very critical decisions- for example, nature of retest after a 
failure or rework late in the project cycle- with limited 
information available. One had to go by “engineering 
judgement” or gut feeling in plain English.

RKD: I think SRA should strive to make the quality 
function comprehensive, and at the same time, consistent 
and transparent. Much needs to be done in this direction- 
like updating and revising documents, making document 
depository operational anticipating non-nominal 
situations and formulating procedures for dealing with 
them, having effective lessons learned database etc. This 
also means that we follow ISO-9000 philosophy of 
“document what you do and do what you document”. 
This is as far as process and procedures are concerned. The 
other task is to anticipate new part and process 
technologies, study related  quality issues and be 
prepared  to deal with them. Qualification plan for a part 
or a process should reflect this knowledge and 
understanding. In this context, we can make use of 
advanced tools like VLSI tester, Scanning Acoustic 
Microscope, Laser Microscope, radiography equipment 
including XRF as well as various software tools available 
within SRA.  

SC: Which is more challenging, interesting experience; as 
designer or as QA expert? 

SC: Your span at SRA, SAC was not very long. In this short 
duration also, you implemented many new procedures 
and practices. What further you would like SRA to do?

development.  A small team of highly motivated 
engineers carried out this activity concurrently with 
development of INSAT-2E/3A and Kalpana-I. I was also 
fortunate to have support both from the project and the 
division in the kind of activity that did not appear to be of 
immediate relevance. 

As the designs became more complex; as we became 
aware  of specific design issues as well as  the 
idiosyncrasies of the devices and of the development 
tools-  like clock-skew and other timing issues, power-on 
behaviour,  meta-stability, unintended interpretation of 
design code by the  tool etc.- need was felt for more 
systematic approach and we started evolving design and  
review guidelines.  Strategy of formal peer review, 
followed by global project review and extensive 
documentation helped us in achieving right-first-time 
designs for INSAT-3D. Later on the guidelines were 
updated, formalised and extended to all designs from 
SEG/SEDA. I would like to point out that these guidelines 
were not generated and imposed from outside. They were 
formulated by designers themselves, based on the 
problems faced and experience gained.  This made the 
guidelines more relevant and gave them a better chance 
to succeed. 

RKD: I believe that  my experience as a QA engineer that 
has definitely  contributed towards more than 60 
instrument-years of failure operation of met payload 
electronics. While the goal of both the design and QA 
teams is the same; to deliver reliable space hardware that 
meets functional requirements with minimal usage of 
resources, the priorities and concerns differ. A designer's 
focuses is on achieving functional requirements with 
minimum use of resources- including time. She wants to 
use the latest that the technology has to offer. She is 
impatient with seemingly meaningless procedures. On 
the other hand, reliability engineer is cautious, even 
suspicious of new technology with hidden bugs. She likes 
to follow procedures in order to make sure that nothing is 
missed. This difference is natural and I would even say 
desirable. However, conflict arises when one is not 
equipped to appreciate other's concerns. From my 

SC: You started your career with ISRO in Quality Assurance 
area, then worked as designer for a long time and again to 
the field of Quality Assurance. Based on your experience 
of wearing the caps of both the expertise, do you feel that 
knowledge of both the fields is necessary to achieve the 
best results?

ViewpointViewpoint
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SC: Regarding Zero defect initiative from DSRQ, you 
initiated and guided the programs at SAC.  What is your 
feedback regarding the programs held, and what would 
you suggest for further strengthening the activities in 
achieving zero defect goal?

SC: Sir, you were given responsibility as Controller, SAC, 
which would have been a very interesting experience. 
Please share your experience of working as administrative 
head.

RKD: It was a novel initiative from Chairman, ISRO and a 
unique experience for us. As the emphasis was on the 
interactive nature of the initiative, we hit upon the idea of 
dividing the group of more than 400 participants into 
smaller teams, not more than 50 persons each. Senior 
engineers drawn from design, facility and QA were 
assigned as mentors of the teams. The mentors quickly 
grasped significance of the program and I must say that 
their enthusiasm was way beyond my expectation. There 
were many interactive sessions of the teams. Mentors 
reported tremendous response from participants. They 
came out with many suggestions –both technical as well 
as procedural. A large number of suggestions were very 
relevant and some of them were very innovative. I recall 
one particular suggestion for establishment of online 
technical forum where in addition to exchanging ideas, 
people can get solution to a technical problem from any 
other participant who had encountered and solved the 
problem. This suggestion was well appreciated during the 
review of the initiative at Headquarters. 

The other important point brought out was about care 
required while handling of flight hardware.  One 
significant aspect of the feedback we received- and no 
one in our mentors' group failed to mention it- was that 
not one participant raised a point regarding his or her 
career advancement or any such personal problem. All 
the suggestions were related either to improvement of 
quality or for reducing time taken for an activity.  It 
indicates the maturity and sophistication of the 
participants. They were happy that management respects 
their skill and contribution and wants to listen to them. 
This indication of importance attached to their work itself 
can be very motivating. I am sure we will not stop here. 
The feedback is compiled in a report and Director SAC has 
given direction that the team of mentors should work out 
action plan based on the feedback.  Any action taken 
based on the feedback will send a very positive signal. 

RKD: It was an interesting, enriching and very revealing 
experience.  I learnt how challenging the task of 
supporting time bound projects while adhering to 
prescribed procedures can be. Then there were human 
aspects. One has to make sure that the rules are applied in 
a fair and transparent manner to all.  Close interaction 
with CISF gave opportunity to understand their concerns 
that appear very irritating to us.  The other unique 
experience was interacting with outside agencies like 
AUDA, AMC, police etc. I was impressed by the goodwill 
that SAC has generated with these agencies.  All agencies 
are extremely understanding and eager to help SAC. One 
example is close coordination that the Bus Rapid 
Transport System had with us with regard to providing an 
opening in front of our gate. Then of course we had a 
number of events to manage including visit by Chief of 
Naval Staff, ISRO Women Conference, giving away of 
ISRO awards by Chairman, ISRO.  The complete 
administrative wing – P&GA, Accounts and Purchase and 
Stores gave me tremendous support during this period.  
Finally, I must confess that it was only the constant 
guidance from Director and Associate Director that made 
it possible for me to function as the Controller.

RKD: I am not sure whether I did full justice to the 
activities. As I recall, I was always hard pressed for time.  
May be a couple of things like doing adequate homework 
for the meeting- so that the time is effectively utilized -and 
delegating the work- especially technical work- helped.

 

RKD: I think the technical, scientific and administration 
community at SAC is highly capable and motivated. It 
hardly needs any message! With their expertise and team 
work, the teams here are sure to scale the peaks of ever 
increasing height. I can only wish the community well for 
all its future endeavours.  

SC: Sir, you performed duties of DD, SRA and Controller 
SAC simultaneously, we have seen you always ready with 
all necessary inputs for the discussions. At the same time 
you were always available for anybody who needs to 
discuss anything with you. Could you give some tips, how 
to manage time, energy and still give justice to all the 
diverse activities?

SC: You have experience of working with young 
generation to senior management and technical as well as 
administrative experts. What message would you like to 
give to SAC community for achieving excellence and 
giving ones best to the organisation?



SAC Courier (SC): Sir, you started your carrier at 

VSSC/SHAR(now SDSC-Sriharikota),please share your initial 

experiences. What motivated you to join the ISRO at that time?

D B Bhatt (DBB): Right from schooling days my interest was in 

science exploration particularly rocketry. I was fascinated by 
stthe news on 21  November 1963, the day our first small 

sounding rocket was launched from TERLS-Thumba, a sea shore 

fisherman enclave near Trivandrum. This was the time period 

followed by the formation of Indian National Committee for 

Space Research (INCOSPAR) headquartered at PRL under Late 

Dr. Vikram Sarabhai's chairmanship to oversee space research 

aspects in the country. This was a great motivating factor to 

pursue career and work on space research activities. As Rocket 

technology is a fine combination of science and multi 

disciplinary engineering subjects like Mechanical, 

Metallurgical, Electrical, Chemical, Propulsion and 

Aerodynamics, control and Guidance, I opted for Bachelor of 

Mechanical Engineering study from L.E. Collage  Morvi,- 

Saurastra University. After Graduation in 1976 as rank holder, 

my target was to join Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC).This 

dream was fulfilled in 1977 as I joined our first satellite launch 

Vehicle project (SLV-3),under the  leadership of the then Project 

Director His Excellency Dr.A.P.J.Abdul Kalam. In SLV3 project I 

was positioned at SHAR-Sriharikota where launch vehicle 

development activities were in full swing like arranging 

propellant casting of stage motors at SPROB, static testing of 

S1,S2,S3,S4 motors after undergoing severe  Vibration, Const 

acceleration, Thermal cycling, shock  tests. Launch pad 

development activities were going parallel. Apart from SLV3 

there was also development of Apogee Kick motor (AKM) for 

APPLE project. Interestingly SLV3 fourth stage was configured 

as APPLE ABM, which successfully placed Experimental 

communication satellite APPLE from transfer orbit to 

geosynchronous orbit. All these activities culminating into an 

Indian rocket piercing through the blue sunny sky with 

thunderous sound and golden trail was and even today has 

been the most satisfying moments to cherish.Successful launch 
thof indigenously developed SLV3 vehicle on 18  July 1980 was 

the landmark day in the history of space research in the country, 

when 40 Kg. ROHINI satellite was placed in the orbit.

DBB: In August 1980, I joined structural and Mechanical 

Design Division (SMDD) for supporting Antenna design 

development activities and setting up of structural lab for 

SC: Later around 1980, you joined SAC as Design Engineer in 

SMDD (Structural and Mechanical Design Division and got 

associated with Fibre glass antenna development, can you 

throw some light on those early experiences?

experimental stress analysis laboratory in SAC. A 50 channel 

data logger system with strain gauge set up, UTM for stress/ 

strain measurement, Impact tester ,Moment of inertia 

measurement set up were established. Ground station antenna 

were typically in S band and C band using Aluminium spun or 

Aluminium chicken mesh reflectors using   parabolic rib 

s t r u c tu r e s .  My  f i r s t  a s so c i a t i on  s t a r t ed  w i th  

design/development of 1.37 meter dia. SCOT antenna for 

conducting APPLE Utilisation Project (AUP) experiments in C 

band point to point emergency voice via tele- communication 

transmit/receive was conceived   through fully packaged 

transportable miniature size SCOT   terminal. For ground 

station SATCOM applications, 3.66 m DRS terminal, 7.5 m 

Radio Networking terminal (RNT), SBRTN in c & ext. C band 

were developed with aluminium reflectors. For the first time 

4.5 meter diameter LCT glass fibre reinforced GFRP reflector 

embedded with copper mesh was realised using wooden 

mould at ship building industry unit Ms. Alcock Ashdown Ltd, 

an ancillary unit of Govt. of Gujarat at Bhavnagar. This LCT 

terminal took shape of segmented transportable terminal using 

c band .This was with a lot of mechanical engineering support 

from workshop for wooden mould making meeting stringent  

RMS on parabolic shape of 4.5 meter diameter. Disaster Alert 

terminal (DAT), 60 Mbit TDMA, SBRTN network terminals were 

realised.

DBB: Facility for Design, Planning, Inspection & external 

fabrication (FDPIE) was facilitating mechanical Engineering 

support in the centre. In February 1989, this took shape of 

DQCF (Design and Quality Control Facility) for supporting 

mechanical eng. Requirements. As opening front, a centralised 

computer aided CAD/CAM facility was established with 

UNIGRAPHICS software on workstation having A0 size plotter 

and printing support. Mech. Engineers from communication, 

SC: You were instrumental for establishing the CAD/CAM centre 

in the SAC, please tell us about this effort.

Interview with Shri D. B. Bhatt, Group Director, Planning & Project Group (PPG) 
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where in other than Mechanical fabrication challenges like 

millimetre wave components, L & S band SAR components, 

corrugated horns, intricate waveguides, micron accuracy, 

added focus was on Mech. Design of SATCOM,   payload 

subsystems like MUX-DEMUX filters Receivers, Helical antenna, 

DC-DC converters, harmonic rejection filters, Dielectric 

resonance filters, SSPA, EPC boxes, Hermetic sealed boxes, 

Assembly integration support was quite challenging. Later on 

Mech. fabrication activity was shaped as MSFG (Mechanical 

systems fabrication Group), formed under Mechanical systems 

Area (MESA).KOVAR carrier plates and shims for detector head 

were critical challenges which were realised successfully to the 

stringent tolerances.

DBB: As Higher frequency SATCOM hardware(C, C Ext, Ku, 

Ka...bands)require finer mechanical tolerances i.e. less than 10 

micron to 1 micron dimensional accuracy, is a micro machining 

challenge. Special tooling, diamond cutters, thermal stabilised 

column machines, temp. Controlled rooms are required. 

Residual machining stresses are controlled by efficient 

machining cycles though CNC milling, CNC turning, CNC EDM 

operations. Small aperture waveguide bends, multiple bends, 

magic T are manufacturing as well as measurement challenges 

due to accessibility of tool limitations. Special tooling and 

probes are designed by MFF and QC for this.3D CMM and non 

contact measurement devices are of great help for inspecting 

such small components.

DBB: Safety and security of employees and equipments is a high 

priority matter which cannot be compromised. Prevention is 

better than cure. Safety is not enforced; it has to go as a culture 

very well embedded with all ongoing activities within and 

outside campus. I have closely interacted with all safety/security 

committee members of SAC and Bopal campus. Improvement 

of working conditions, safety procedures in labs/Bldgs. Fire 

extinguishers management by CISF and quick response actions 

on accidental events were demonstrated to SAC /Bopal campus 

employees. Safety review of Bldgs, Auditoriums, fire safety 

week celebrations with safety awareness training lectures on 

fire safety, Laser safety, radiation hazards. CISF and CMD 

personnel provided extensive support. NDRF expert team was 

invited to demonstrate state of art disaster management aids 

and practices. 

SC: Sir, you have long and inspiring carrier as mechanical 

Engineering expert, please tell us some of innovative 

engineering challenges like development of corrugated horn, 

waveguide bends, magic T etc.

SC: you are associated with SAC safety and security committee 

for more than one decade. Please tell us about this unsung but 

very critical activity of the centre.
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remote sensing and microwave projects took active 

participation for creating solid modelling, surface geometry, 

and physical property verification of space /ground hardware. 

Some interesting in orbit simulation of solar ray's illumination 

and shadow effect on INSAT systems, solar sail was tried. 

Workshop Engineers also tried CAM simulation of CNC milling, 

CNC turning of jobs before actual machining.  

DBB: DQCF was aimed to provide on line QC support to Mech. 

Fabrication facility which was actively responsible for in-house 

and around Ahmadabad external fabrication of space, ground 

and R & D jobs. Large number of intricate shaped   mechanical 

components were realised meeting critical high precision, high 

accuracy requirements of remote sensing, communication 

satellite systems. This was achieved by CNC milling, CNC 

turning, CNC EDM, forming fabrication techniques. This 

necessitated requirement of one order high precision 

measuring QC instruments like electronic height gauges, 3 

dimensional co ordinate measuring machine (3D-CMM).SIP 3D 

CMM having measurement capacity of 3000x1500x1000 mm 

size with less than 5 micron uncertainty was established which 

gave extensive QC support for antenna profile measurement, 

remote sensing & VHRR components pre alignment checks, 

very small aperture wave guide cavities, filters, RISAT panel 

flatness measurements etc.

On line QC was also carried out at space qualified processing 

labs for Gold plating, Silver plating, Anodising, Thermal 

painting, Nickel plating and also on plated components. 

Assembly and integration activities at optical, CSL and 

Microwave remote sensing labs were supported round the clock 

by QC. Later on scope of QC was widened by amalgamation 

with QAMD/SRG where offline quality challenges were realized. 

Reliability analysis, failure analysis, quality procedures 

documentation, space qualified Declared material  list of 

materials (DML) ,ETLS documentation for qualification and 

acceptance of space bound hardware through rigorous  

testing(vibration, shock, Thermal cycling, Thermo vacuum 

testing)was supported for all projects like GEOSAT, IRS, 

CARTOSAT ,RESOURCESAT, OCENSAT, RISAT, Chandrayaan, 

MARS planetary mission systems. 

DBB: In 2008, I was assigned responsibilities as GD –MSSG, 

SC: You headed DQCF later on QAMD/SRG and got associated 

with Quality assurance and Quality control aspects. Can you 

elaborate the amalgamation of two areas like QA and QC?   

SC: You shouldered responsibilities of GD MSSG (Mechanical 

Support Services Group) and were mainly responsible about 

design of mechanical subsystems related to communication 

payloads. Please tell us the technical challenges you faced and 

how did you handled this?



Analysis of data is continuous process. Live Industrial interface 

is need of hour for mechanical and electronics fabrication .R & 

D efforts should get transformed into indigenous low cost 

production for end to end ISRO usage. For young generation of 

the centre, opportunities are ample. They have all resources 

available to explore R & D space applications for societal 

benefits. Keep open mind to receive innovative ideas even 

other than their own expertise. Networking of information 

across technical and scientific areas breaking psychological 

barriers and converting information to a well documented 

knowledge is need of hour and an opportunity to work in 

multidisciplinary environments. Don't be contented with any 

extent of present achievements, sharpen the skills keeping 

prevailing worldwide state of art as baseline goal, and be ready 

to shoulder higher responsibilities. Future is bright with many 

challenges. Keep unyielding attitude to resolve tech challenges.

DBB:I am thankful for asking information on a device made by 

self and my wife Pragnya for societal benefits. Visually 

challenged children use Braille script for reading and writing 

alpha numeric characters. As you are aware, Braille uses six dots 

raised on paper for tactile reading. There was no user friendly 

device to create graphics, free form sketches by self by the 

visually challenged child.  Purely on personal capacity, this 

motivated us to invent the sketching device for VC children. The 

invented device is made from hook & loop VELCRO fabric 

forming as a slate, a sketching pen uses acrylic /woollen thread 

mounted on a spool. The thread acts as an ink and creates lines 

when touched over VELCRO slate. Meaningful graphics, 

shapes, geometrical shapes, writing in mother tongue is 

possible to create and feel by visually challenged person. This 

low cost device is aimed for rural and urban schools. This serves 

as an educational aid for learning geometry, maths, and 

geography and also to create artistic drawings. I am happy that 

about 2500 numbers of this device is manufactured by blind 

people association (BPA) Ahmadabad for distribution to blind 

schools across the country. This work is recognised by NRDC 

award, presidential National award for the welfare of disabled, 

Dr. Vikram Sarabhai award from govt. of Gujarat. This also 

received WIPO Gold medal from Geneva. Above all this, there is 

satisfaction to be useful to the society and find a good purpose 

in life, amidst busy sac days. I sincerely wish all the best to sac 

courier for future success and endeavours.       

SC: You were also responsible for developing a sketching aid to 

the visually challenged people, for which you got many 

national and international accolades. Please tell us the 

motivation and journey of this fantastic concept, which has 

really made difference in many lives.
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SC: You took over the challenging role of the controller & GD 

PPG in 2012. As a controller you were instrumental for 

implementing some employees' welfare decisions and you got 

firsthand experience to the nutty gutty of administration side. 

Please tell us about your experience as controller.

SC: As GD PPG you always encouraged the enhanced and 

effective role of PPG in planning and monitoring activities of 

payload projects. You were always enthusiastic about R & D 

/TDP /RESPOND activities and effective Industry participation in 

Indian space program. Please tell us your vision for younger 

generation of the centre

DBB: In march 2012 I took charge as controller of SAC 

administration. This was truly hectic time to attend to high 

priority projects schedules, expenditure review, monitoring 

clearances by various committees like JPC, SPC, and work order 

contract management. In hot summer days, there were quick 

measures by CMD for window AC mountings to labs.& Offices 

on limited time basis. Water purity measures, Horticulture 

green campus, outstanding blood donation collection of 177 

units by SAC employees to Red Cross. Rewarding to CISF fire 

fighter team, CHSS better utilisation services /timings, lady 

doctor services made available on Saturday at vastrapur 

dispensary, better housing facilities in colony with CMD help as 

per ISRO norms, implementation of   Akshayapatra canteen 

management system. New canteen bldg readiness and full 

logistics support to KV SAC activities are some steps taken with 

very good support and response from all staff members. Active 

support received from JCM members and contract manpower 

in resolving issues amicably. Project schedules expenditure 

review, finance control, was done with  close interactions with 

ISRO HQ.I am thankful to ladies staff of sac who on volunteer 

basis utilised some part of child care leave time granted  to 

spread science awareness in schools becoming brand 

ambassador of ISRO space applications for societal benefits.

 

DBB: planning and projects progress monitoring is prime 

responsibility of PPG. This is truly achieved by analysing data 

and preparing techno managerial report as feedback to 

management. Schedule monitoring, achievement of tasks RFID 

status reports, progress reports, facilitating HRD and training to 

build core competence, identifying capacity enhancement, skill 

up gradation in technical and non technical areas. Manpower 

management, R & D /TDP activities. RESPOND proposals 

monitoring, handshake with academia are carried out with 

support from all areas. Networking SACNET, Cyber security, 

Disseminating Information/ percolation both vertically and 

horizontally in organisation. 

ViewpointViewpoint



Thus, for the scientific purpose, the 

comparative study over both the 

stations may provide valuable scientific 

information.

The process of participation in Indian 

Expedition to Antarctica starts from the 

presentation of the proposed project 

plan in NCAOR, Goa which is followed by a rigorous 

Medical training in AIIMS, Delhi with fitness training 

organized by ITBP, Auli, Uttarakhand. The Expedition 

generally consists of two teams- the Winter Team 

(Expedition period of about 14 months) and the Summer 

Team (normally, 4/6 months). From SAC, ISRO, Dr SM 

Bhandari, Dr S S Manjul, Shri S S Valdiya, Shri Sunil 

Kushwaha, Dr Sandip Oza , Dr Rajkumar and Shri Kamaljit 

Singh are few scientists  who ventured the Antarctica in 

past.

Fortunately, I was also selected to explore the bottom of 
ndthe earth as a part of 32  Indian Scientific Expedition to 

Antarctica (ISEA-32) in January, 2013 as a summer team 

member. Earlier, for remote sensing research, SAC, 
thAhmedabad, participated only in two expeditions; 28  

th thand 29 . Participation in 28  expedition gave a new 

insight that remote sensing can play a significant role into 

the scientific areas of Antarctica. Data collected during 
th29  expedition were utilized in the evaluation of OSCAT 

derived wind speeds. The snow pit observations during 

the same expedition provided useful information to study 

the surface melting over polar ice from scatterometer 

data. These preliminary studies led us to formulate a long-

term science plan for Polar Regions which includes energy 

Maitri Station

The Odyssey to Antarctica

many ways, attracts scientific community towards it since 

a long time. The white contrast background helps 

Scientists to find out the meteorites easily in Antarctica. It 

is thought that the melting of Antarctica's ice sheet can 

lead to the sea level rise by 60 to 65 meters (200-210 ft) 

which is caused by global warming. Therefore, many 

countries have their base stations to study different 

scientific features. The analyses are carried out in various 

fields like glaciology, geology, biology, meteorology, 

geomagnetism etc. 

In India, the participation in expedition to Antarctica 

started with Dr. Paramjit Singh Sehra. He was the first 

Indian scientist who ventured the Antarctica as a part of 

the Soviet Expedition in 1971-1973. However, first 
thIndian Scientific Antarctic expedition started on 6  

December, 1981 from Goa. It was a team of 21 members 

under the leadership of Dr. Sayed Zahoor Qasim. Since 

then many Indian Scientists have participated from 

different Institutions of India. India has two permanent 

base stations there; named as Maitri (1986) and Bharati 

(2012). Both the stations are ~ 3000 km away from each 

other and geographically they are very different. Maitri is 

in Schirmacher Oasis which is ~120 km away from coast 

while Bharati is at an iceland called as Larsemann Hills. 

Antarctica is the southernmost continent 

of the earth with the COLDEST, DRIEST, 

HIGHEST and WINDIEST place in the 

World. The coldest temperature ever 

recorded on the Earth is -89 °C at the 

Russian Vostok Station in Antarctica. 

Since the rain fall rate is very small, it is 

also known as white desert. Antarctica, in 

Bharati Station
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suddenly become very rough at these latitudes. While 

taking samples, the swells were so strong it broke our 

plastic bucket which we used to collect water sample. In 

addition, we got a strong thrust from ocean and I did not 

get continuous sea surface temperature data. Somehow 

we managed to get another steel bucket but soon after we 

realized that it was only the beginning of our difficulties. It 

might be the indication that proper planning and care is 

required while working in Antarctica. 

 When we reached to Bharati station, we got surprised to 

see the Hi-Tech Building of station. Station is made of 

modular compartments to live, all connected and 

containing everything one would need for months of 

survival. It was quite complicated to work in the hostile 

environment of the Antarctica in many ways. Most of my 

field sites were blue ice areas which were surrounded by 

crevasses. These areas were so slippery that even a small 

mistake causes severe injuries. Low temperature and high 

and mass balance studies over ice sheet and ice-shelf area, 

Sea ice dynamics/ thermodynamics studies as well as 

validation/signature studies of different space-borne 

sensors. To accomplish the above purpose, I was selected 

from SAC, ISRO, Ahmedabad to collect the field data.

I prepared myself with many scientific instruments with 

one of the most bulky instruments named as 

profilometer, from MESA, SAC and the RISAT image data 

were provided by MRSA, SAC. The main objective of my 

work was to collect in-situ data for mass/ energy balance 

and different signature studies for Indian Satellites (RISAT 

and SARAL). From my research point of view, I needed to 

collect the data during ship voyage as well as during my 

stay in Antarctica in both the Indian stations. So I was in 

the list of those few members who had work at every 

time. 

For this purpose, my odyssey started from Table Top 

harbor of Cape Town, South Africa on January 21, 2013. 

It was a Russian ship named as Ivan Papanin which took 

around 10 days to reach to the Pyrdz Bay near the newly 

constructed Indian base station Bharati. During the 

voyage, we collected all the meteorological-ocean data. 

When we started crossing 45° latitude, we passed by 

many icebergs. The first glimpse of icebergs, grease ice, 

pancake ice was inexpressible. However, we could not get 

the chance to enjoy these incredible and serene scenes for 

a long time because of low pressure zone we faced. 

People call it as roaring forties and furious fifties as the sea 



ndand baggage back to the Cape Town on April 2 , 2013.

In Antarctica, the scenes were really breathtaking, 

especially, to see Aurora Australisis (a colorful light in 

sky), amazing habitat of the continent (Penguins, Snow 

Patrel, Albatross, Skua, Seal, Whale, Polar fish etc.). 

Except to the hostile environment, we had numerous 

occasions to celebrate and party. Parties have always 

been an integrating component of any expedition. It was 

a touching moment to celebrate Holi (festival of colors) 
thand Indian Republic day (26  January) in foreign soil. 

Even the Korean and Russian people joined us and we 

painted Tiranga (our National flag) on our faces to have a 

feeling of Indian emotions during Holi festival. I realized 

that you must have an equal eye on photography 

otherwise you would miss the wondrous beauty of this 

solitary continent. It would be hard for me even to try to 

describe the continent here in words. 

At the end of the expedition I understood that if you start 

to enjoy discomfort, you would feel like the happiest 

person of the world. The expedition isn't a vacation; this is 

something to be taken seriously. It is a deep commitment 

by you to perform the fabulous job for scientific 

community. I am very thankful to Director, SAC to 

provide me the opportunity to become first lady scientist 

from SAC who ventured Antarctica. The famous explorer, 

Sir Ranulph Fiennes says, “Antarctica is like an addiction” 

and after coming back to India, I felt the same. 

-Courtesy inputs from.
Megha Maheswari, scientist/Engineer, OSD/AOSG/EPSA

Aurora Australis

wind always added the difficulties. I used to wrap my all 

instruments in many layers of warm clothing with the 

upper cover of sleeping bag. This arrangement saved my 

instruments' batteries to drain fast. We used to take care 

of these two factors before leaving the stations but 

sometimes, at high altitudes especially, the wind jet may 

come unexpectedly. These down slope blowing wind, 

also called as katabatic winds, can move with a speed up 

to 180 mph. Once, I was doing my work and suddenly I 

encountered with the high wind. I lost many of my 

batteries and few parts of one of my instruments. We were 

helpless. We forced to leave our work in middle and 

packed our remaining things to the Station. Thus, the 

schedule to work there was; you must be loaded with all 

equipments all time. At any time helicopter will come and 

leader will ask you to go to field work immediately to save 

the helicopter fuel. Then the next steps were to go to the 

field and do your jobs at your own risk. After stay of 20 

days, we left the station with unforgettable memories. On 
stFebruary 21  our ship moved towards Maitri. In this 

route, we again, suffered with low pressure zone and 
streached Maitri station on February 27 , 2013. After 

reaching to Maitri Station we realized that the weather of 

Bharati station was much more pleasant than Maitri. The 

lowest temperature we faced during field job was -16°C 

in Maitri even though it was the austral summer period of 

Antarctica. Once we faced a snow storm in Maitri when 

the temperature fallen up to -20°C with the wind speed 

reached up to 40 knots. These data we collected from the 

AWS established by Indian Meteorological Department, 

India. Finally, after 23 days in Maitri, we packed our bag 
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SAC Approach & Experience: Towards “ZERO DEFECT DELIVERY”- A Brief Report

Zero Defect Delivery Program was inaugurated by 

Chairman, ISRO on 29th Oct 2012. Chairman, ISRO 

addressed approximately 5000 Technicians, Tradesmen 

and engineers across various centers and units of ISRO, via 

video conference from ISRO HQ. The goal of the program 

was to sensitize the community about the significance and 

impact of the activities carried out by them for ISRO 

program and the need to achieve defect free realization of 

all ISRO launch vehicles and spacecraft. It was also felt 

necessary that the work environment under which they 

work was to be understood from their viewpoint.

Technical Support staff which consist of Technicians, 

Tradesmen, Junior Engineers, Assistant Engineers, 

Sci./Tech. Assistants etc. plays a significant role in the 

ISRO program. They have the first hand experience of the 

space systems which are going to be the vital part of the 

important missions. They are the generator & custodian 

of the tacit knowledge, which has been generated during 

their day to day work. In view of this, it is essential that the 

philosophy of “Zero Defect Delivery” should get percolate 

to the last level.  

As the second phase of this 'Zero Defect Delivery 

Program', at SAC, a one day seminar was organized on 

January 09, 2013 and inaugurated by Director, SAC. The 

Seminar was addressed by Shri S.Selvaraju, Sr. Advisor, 

DSRQ, ISRO HQ. Shri. R. K. Dave,DD, SRA explained goal 

of the program & participants' role for the success of the 

program. A presentation by external faculty Shri Suresh 

Patel on Quality improvement techniques was followed 

by a discussion on case-studies of various errors during 

handling, assembly and testing by senior SRA engineers 

to increase quality consciousness was made.

Subsequently, it was planned to have interactive sessions 

between participants and senior engineers acting as 

mentors/ facilitators in small groups from specific 

domains. Accordingly, nine groups were formed in four 

domains. The group facilitators held a series of meetings 

with respective groups, emphasizing the objective of the 

program with illustrations of practical example and 

case‐studies. The participants were encouraged to give 

feedback on all issues related to their field of activities.

A total of approximately 450 participants under 

technician and technical assistant category were 

segregated in to nine groups, viz. 4 groups in electronics 

Group Interactions

(Design/fabrication/ Inspection/ testing), 3 in mechanical 

and optics (fabrication/ inspection/design) one group 

involved in Environment testing and maintenance related 

activities and participants from entities not directly 

related to payload realization like CMD, library, RS 

Application and Data Processing and were identified 

under one group. Two facilitators/mentors were 

identified for each group.

Each of the group had two to three interactive sessions. 

Facilitators also interacted with the participants at their 

work place. A detailed format with a set of feedback 

questions was also generated in certain cases and given to 

participants to collect inputs systematically by respective 

groups. 

During the interactions, efforts were made to carry out all 

the activities in local language and participants were 

r e q u e s t e d  t o  s h a r e  t h e i r  e x p e r i e n c e /  

feedback/suggestions/ comments. Personal interaction 

was received enthusiastically by more than 80% of the 

participants' attendance. 

Participants interacted enthusiastically and dynamically. 

Participants showed their appreciation of the fact that 

they were given an opportunity to share their experience. 

All group facilitators found that the participants were 

quality conscious and were willing to learn and adapt new 

techniques, in case the technology or design 

requirements demanded.

A brief summary of inputs collected under all groups is 

summarized as below.

There is a need to have periodic work related training. The 

training may include videos/ lectures on the latest 

 Training and Exposure
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also lead to optimal utilization of the fabrication or 

assembly and other facilities.

Frequent submission of job in the last hour of the day 

should be avoided. As the psychological and physical 

factors like fatigue of the day as well as mental 

unpreparedness are likely to induce defects.Decisions 

taken during critical project meetings including design 

reviews sometimes should flow to the shop floor level.

Whenever new equipments/ tools are to be procured, 

engineer / floor supervisor should consult persons 

working at shop‐floor level for their requirement / 

difficulties faced for handling equipments / tools. This will 

help in formulating specification / procurement 

specification in better way and better site‐preparation for 

the installation of the equipment. 

Seniors/ Supervisors should develop enough confidence 

and trust such that an atmosphere can be created in which 

work force can share their own mistakes without fear of 

having to face repercussions.

Innovative ideas and extra-ordinary work should be 

appreciated by verbal communication / Email from 

seniors. Routine work in facilities can lead to monotony, 

which can lead to complacence and errors. This should be 

avoided by having frequent technical discussions for 

knowledge sharing and enhancement.

Presentations were made to participants from electronics 

domain on 3rd April 2013 on subject “Case studies & 

Lesson Learnt during Payload Design & Fabrication” and 

on 4th April 2013 to participants from mechanical 

domain on “Criticality and Challenges for space 

components in Mechanical Design & Development”.

Subsequently, review of all the activities carried out in 

SAC as part of Zero Defect Delivery Program was carried 

out by Director, SAC, SAC Management Council Board 

and Group Directors. The presentation covered an 

overview of the Zero Defect Delivery Program and 

subsequent activities undertaken at SAC and DECU were 

briefed by DD, SRA. A summary of feedbacks received 

during interaction sessions was also presented. A 

tentative future action plan and some of the fields where 

training programs were felt essential during discussions 

following feedback collection were also presented to 

Director, SAC and all senior scientists for their view and 

suggestions.

Work Environment Related

Post Interactive-Sessions Activities

practices in the related fields, quality, productivity, 

handling as well as importance of some of the factors/ 

parameters like tolerances. Exposure to Test and 

Measuring instrument operations is also need to increase. 

Lecture series from experienced seniors would be more 

helpful in the context of better understanding. There is a 

need for an internal training/guidance/lecture series for 

new recruits at Division Level. Technicians may also be 

provided training at other ISRO centers to understand 

theprovided training at other ISRO centers to understand 

the best practices followed in other centers.

Translation of Guidelines and general satellite related 

informative books/material in local language and shold 

be made available to all Tech. Asst/Technicians.

Need was felt for a common platform for exchange of 

technical information (electronic/ print) by many 

participants. A forum of this nature can help disseminate 

information/ knowledge of peculiar/ specific 

fabrication/technical issues faced as expressed across 

centre and eliminate a 'reinventing the wheel' kind of 

situation to synergize efforts by different groups. 

Employees can put their views in forum and can get 

guidance, solutions from others. Detailed Specifications/ 

Parameters regarding high value equipments installed in 

different labs should be shared on such center wide forum

Essential tools (soldering stations, mechanical tools, 

measuring tools, fabrication tools etc) should be provided 

to each individual as per the job requirements and 

criticality. The individual should be made responsible for 

their records and upkeep.

Fabrication material/ consumables like solder wire, wick, 

flux, alcohol, tissue paper, Teflon wires of different gauge 

etc must be available through centre stores. This will help 

in reducing purchase efforts by individual divisions and 

may also offer cost and quality benefit to the center. There 

is a need to have a uniform system for regular calibration 

of the tools. 

There is a need to have proper planning and scheduling in 

order to avoid confusion through better transparency 

regarding emergent requirements (high-level interrupts), 

on‐going requirements (scheduled work) or R&D. this will 

Knowledge Sharing/ Mechanism

Tooling and Calibration

Work Planning
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National Knowledge Network (NKN)

The key to successful research today demands live 
consultations, data sharing and resource sharing. 
National Knowledge Commission has established 
National Knowledge Network (NKN) to provide high 
bandwidth network with well defined QoS for 
information exchange and collaboration. Space 
Applications Centre is having 1Gbps NKN connectivity 
since last few years. Now 21 ISRO centres are connected 
to NKN which gives us opportunity for its effective 
utilization.

SAC had taken initiative to carry out thorough analysis of 
NKN link to explore its utilization for inter-centre data 
communication requirements. SAC carried out testing 
with NRSC and ISSDC using ADRIN encryption box and 
with other centres without encryption box. Rigorous 
testing was carried out for 30-45 days scheduling 3 
sessions per day with 10 samples per session. NKN 
connectivity has been found reliable throughout the 
testing during this period. Unencrypted bandwidth was 
found to be 90 % whereas encrypted bandwidth was 5% 
less as expected. This gave us confidence in using NKN for 
our operational data communication among the centres. 

Subsequently, SAC had taken initiative to form ISRO-VRF 
(Virtual Private Network) for ISRO centres for private data 
communication.  ISRO HQ has taken initiatives to provide 
additional encryption box to all centres to move existing 2 
Mbps MPLS spacenet link to 100/1000 Mbps NKN.  
Meanwhile, file sharing service is offered to projects and 
entities for data communication with other ISRO centres. 
User can use the SAC FTP server to host the data to share 
with other ISRO centres, users from other centres can 
access the FTP server to download the data and/or host 
FTP service within own lab for data exchange.

These file sharing service is just an initiative towards 
effective utilization of NKN. More value added services 
like high speed, high quality, multi point video 
conference, inter centre library exchange, COWAA 

information exchange, compute resource utilization 
among centres, license & application utilization among 
the centre, etc can be thought of and realized. Users are 
welcomed to put up proposal on such collaborative 
applications and services.

These are more than 1000 other government and 
academic institutes connected on NKN. IMD, IITs, CSIR 
labs, TIFR, BARC, DRDO, etc are few important 
collaborative organization. User may explore possibility 
of collaborative information exchange with them and put 
up proposal for the same.

Value Addition to EGPS

As per mandate by Department of Space, Electronic Government Procurement System (EGPS) is implemented by all ISRO 

Centres/Units. A Web Site has been designed, developed and implemented by MISD/PPG as value addition to EGPS. The 

web site is extremely useful for Indentors/Budget Co-ordinators and Purchase Staff for various Management Information 

System (MIS) purposes. 

Indentor name wise search/report, Division wise search/report, Purchase Entity wise search/report,Line Item Code based 

search/report, Indent Value (Greater/Less than) based search/report, Date range based search/report, Indent description 

based search/report are some of the features of the web site. Vendor Empanelment, based on Items is also available in the 

web site. The  software is also implemented at SDSC, SHAR.

NRSC*

ISTRAC

ISSDC *

ISRO HQ

ISAC

PRL#

VSSC

NIC#

ISSDC

-Courtesy inputs from Dr. Haresh S Bhatt, Head, ITND/PPG.



Payload Size(mm) Mass(Kg) Power(W)

MCC

MSM

TIS

426(L) x 355(W) x 118(H) 2.94 7.5 

413(L) x 339(W) x 123(H) 3.2 6

346(L) x 128(W) x 113(H) 1.3 3
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SAC delivers MARS Payloads

Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM) carries five scientific payloads to observe Martian surface, atmosphere and exosphere 
extending up to 80,000 km for a detailed understanding of the evolution of the planet, especially the related geologic 
and the possible biogenic processes. These payloads consist of a camera, two spectrometers, a radiometer and a 
photometer. Together, they have a weight of about 15 kg. 

SAC has developed and delivered three payloads namely, Methane Sensor for Mars (MSM), Mars Color Camera (MCC) 
and Thermal Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (TIS) for MOM. These payloads development from conceptulisation to 
Delivery has taken less than a year time. These payloads have witnessed high level of miniaturization and hence light 
weight with low operating power. Three models developed for each of the three payloads – Flight Model (FM)-like , 
Flight Model (FM) and FM Spare - (Ready for T&E).

Methane Sensor for Mars (MSM)

Mars Color Camera (MCC)

Thermal Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (TIS)

MSM is a deferential radiometer in SWIR region to detect and measure Methane 
(CH4) in the Martian atmosphere with PPB accuracy and map its sources. Data is 
acquired only over illuminated scene as the sensor measures reflected solar 
radiation. Methane concentration in the Martian atmosphere undergoes spatial and 
temporal variations. MSM payload was delivered from SAC on June 11, 2013.

 

Mars color camera is a medium resolution, versatile, multipurpose color camera 
which gives images & information about the surface features and composition of 
Martian surface, morphological features of mars, polar ice caps, dust storms, dust 
devils, Phobos, asteroids & other celestial bodies. MCC will also be used for probing 
the two satellites of Mars-Phobos & Deimos. It also provides the context information 
for other science payloads. MCC payload was delivered from SAC on April 13, 2013.

TIS measure the thermal emission and can be operated during both day and night. 
Temperature and emissivity are the two basic physical parameters estimated from 
thermal emission measurement. Many minerals and soil types have characteristic 
spectra in TIR region. TIS can map surface composition and mineralogy of Mars. TIS  
payload was delivered from SAC on June 05, 2013.

Camera Electronics Packages  

MCC

LCE PSE

TCE DPE

Payloads DeliveryPayloads Delivery

Images by MCC  

TIS 

MSM
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Indian Regional Navigation Satellite (IRNSS) will 

comprise of a constellation of seven GPS navigation 

satellites placed in geostationary orbit that will provide an 

absolute position accuracy of better than 10 meters 

throughout India and within a region extending 

approximately 2,000 Km around India. The performance 

objective of the IRNSS system are high position accuracy 

in real time, velocity and time for authorized users and 

operation in all weather condition. IRNSS payload 

consists of L-band & S-band navigation payloads and CXC 

ranging transponders.

IRNSS-1B, the second satellite in the series of seven, was 

delivered from SAC on March 31, 2013 after T&E to ISAC 

for further integration with spacecraft. Shri A S 

KiranKumar, Director, SAC flagged off the payload.

Engineering Development model of Crew Cabin Lighting 
System and Cabin Crew Environmental Monitoring 
system payloads were dispatched to VSSC for further 
integration and testing with sub-systems. Payloads were 
delivered by Shri A S KiranKumar, Director, SAC on April 
23, 2013.

IRNSS-1B payload being flagged off by Shri A S KiranKumar,
Director, SAC 

 IRNSS-1B PayloAds delivered

HSP instruments - Delivered

Shri K N Shankara, explaining about communication subsystem to Prof. Satish Dhawan. 
other members in the picture, from  left: Shri P P Kale, Shri R K Mehta, Dr. George Jospeh and Shri H O Gautam

Payloads DeliveryPayloads Delivery
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HRDD conducted 3 training programmes - advanced programme on MS Excel, Structured Training Programme on 

Technology Management and First Aid Awareness programme-  to enchance the quality and skillof employees

Advanced Programme on MS Excel was organized during January 31- February 2, 2013 at SAC in association with 

Computer Society of India, Mumbai. This was organized for developing expertise in using advanced features of MS 

Excel, especially in scientific and technical field. 24 participants, including 6 persons from admin section took benefit 

from this programme. 

A Structured Training Programme on Technology Management was organised during March 18-21, 2013 at SAC. The 

objective of this programme was to sensitise participants in the area of Technology Management and to provide 

required inputs for promoting Technology Innovation. 27 participants from various ISRO centres, including 4 

participants from SAC attended the programme. 10 lectures, 4 case studies and various labs visits were arranged 

including a educational visit to Air-Force Station, Vadsar.

In association with St. John Ambulance Association Ahmedabad HRDD organized First Aid Awareness programme 

during February 14 & 15, 2013 to create awareness about first aid. About sixty six participants benefited from the 

programme.

In order to enhance and update the knowledge of employees, HRDD is organizing seminars on various subjects covering 

both technical and non-technical.  By focusing on the overview of purchase procedure, a seminar was conducted on 

February 20, 2013 on Purchase Procedure with help of internal faculty. A technical seminar on “Challenges of Indigenous 

Low Power VLSI Design” was organised on March 1-2, 2013 with the support of IIT, Bombay & SCL, Chandigarh. 30 

participants attended the seminar. 

First Aid Awareness programme

Educational Visit of Defence Personnel

Educational Visits

Educational Visit of M.Tech Students from 
Nirma Univerity

Structured Training Programme on
 Technology Management

Training 

Seminar

Educational vis i t  of 
 and 

Defence 
Personnel, IAS Officers M.Tech 
Students from Nirma Univerity were 
arranged during the month of January 
to March 2013. It is organized to 
provide overview of SAC/DECU 
activities, as a part of outreach 
programme. 

Advanced programme on MS Excel

Human Resource Development Human Resource Development 
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Human Resource Development Human Resource Development 

Workshop
HRDD organized a workshop on “English Communication Skills” during 
April, 2013 at SAC with an aim to develop public speaking skill and 
enhance language skills. It is long duration programme divided in to 
multiple sessions. 25 participants attended the workshop. Mrs. Surabhi 
Pillai, Columnist, Ahmedabad Mirror and her team facilitated the 
workshop. The workshop covered various topics of English language 
such as- Grammar, Vocabulary, Writing, Body Language, Presentation 
skills, Fluency and Confidence building.

Workshop on Personal Effectiveness was organised by HRDD during 
May 3-4, 2013 at SAC   (Bopal Campus) Ahmedabad with an aim to 
sensitize participants on soft-skills for both individual and organizational 
development. Mr. Jacob Mathews was the instructor for this workshop. 
35 participants attended the workshop. The workshop was basically 
organised for administrative personnel.

A Executive Development Programme was organized during April 25-
28, 2013 at SAC with an objective to develop new generation of leaders 
to take up the functional responsibilities at various levels at ISRO/DOS 
Centres/Units. 30 senior scientists/engineers (ISAC-6, ISRO HQ-1, LPSC-
5, NARL-1, SDSC-2, VSSC-15) from various ISRO centres participated the 
programme. One hands-on session was included to provide practical 
knowledge in using RS data.

workshop on “English Communication Skills” 

Executive Development Programme 

Lecture Series

Following lectures were organized during the month of January to March 

2013, utilising internal as well as external faculties under SAC and 

Knowledge sharing series. 

Ÿ

Dakota, Grand Forks, USA delivered a talk on 'Asteroid Vesta: A Key to 

Early- Solar System History' on January 9, 2013.
Ÿ Shri S Manthira Moorthi, Sci./Engr, MSDPD/DPSG /SIPA delivered  a 

lecture on 'Automatic Satellite Image Registration Techniques' on January 

23, 2013.
Ÿ Shri T P Srinivasan, Head, HRDPD/SPDCG/SIPA delivered a lecture on 'An 

approachfor In-flight Geometric Calibration using Stereo Sensors, on 

January 23, 2013.
Ÿ A talk on 'Transmit/Receive Module: Indigenous Development & Current 

Programmes' was delivered on February 2, 2013 by Smt. Punam Pradeep 

Kumar, Sci./Engr.- MSRD/MSTG/MRSA.
Ÿ Prof.  D K Sharma, IIT-Bombay delivered a lecture on 'Challenges in VLSI 

Design' on March 3, 2013.
Ÿ Prof.  Bimla Buti, Centre for Science and Society & Founder President, Buti 

Foundation New Delhi delivered a talk  on 'Nobel Laureate                    

S Chandrasekhar: His Perception of Evolution of Stars from White Dwarfs 

to Black Holes' on March 13, 2013.

Prof. Vishnu Reddy, Department of Space Studies,University of North 

Talk by Prof.  Bimla Buti

Talk by Dr. V Jayaraman
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Talk by Ms. Megha Maheshwari

 Talk by Shri Rajnish K Vohra

Ÿ A talk on 'Technology Innovations in Knowledge-Networked Societies' was 

delivered by Dr. V Jayaraman, Prof. Satish Dhawan Professor  ISRO-HQ, 

Bangalore on March 20, 2013.
Ÿ Dr. Raju Datla, Ex- Physicist,  NIST & NOAA  Affiliate, USA delivered a talk on 

'SI Traceability- Remote Sensing Requirements and the ISO Guide to 

Uncertainty in Measurement' on March 21, 2013.
Ÿ Dr. Haresh S Bhatt, IT Security Officer, SAC, delivered a talk on ‘IT Security for 

U’ on April 12, 2013.
Ÿ Shri Hari Om Gandhi, Zonal Director, NCB-Ahmedabad, delivered a talk on 

‘Drugs & U’ on June 24, 2013.
Ÿ Ms. Megha Maheshwari, Sci./Engr.- OSD/AOSG/EPSA, delivered a talk on 

‘Scientific Expedition to Antarctica- From Remote Sensing Perspective’ on 

May 3, 2013.
Ÿ Shri Rajnish K Vohra, Jt. Commissioner, Income Tax Department, 

Ahmedabad delivered a lecture on ‘Income Tax on Salaries’ on May 27, 

2013.

EventsEvents

thSAC participated in Gujarat's premier 8  mega National level Vendor 

Development programme & Industrial Exhibition ( VCCI – 2013) organized by 

Vadodara Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI) with the support of 

MSME, Govt of Gujarat and FICII at Vadodara during 14-18 February , 2013.

Technology Transfer & Industry Interface Division (TTID) / Planning & Project 

Group (PPG) initiated and coordinated the activity with the support of Vikram 

Sarabhai Space Exhibition (VSSE / PPG) & team of VSSE volunteers. 

Representatives from SAC technical areas and PPG participated in this five day 

event. Many panels / posters and working models describing technologies 

developed by ISRO were provided by VSSE and exhibited in exhibition. Many 

panels/posters covering technology transfer offers, Mechanical & Electronics 

fabrication, infrastructure required, materials to be used, & success stories of 

Indigenization were displayed in the exhibition. 

Presentations were made in VDP Seminar organized in Vendor development 

pavilion. In presentation overall SAC/ISRO activities & business opportunities, 

various aspects and opportunities available in development of mechanical, 

electronics, surface treatment and indigenization field were covered. 

Representatives from PSU, Corporate, Small and Medium enterprises & students participated, visited ISRO stall and 

shown interest in the ISRO's development. SAC/ISRO scientist interacted with entrepreneurs and provided necessary 

technical guidelines on the subject.  Most of them were curious to know on – How to do vendor registration, fabrication 

of    Mechanical components and electronics sub systems & machineries required, how can I apply in ISRO, What higher 

education / specialization  required to join ISRO, I wants to see ISRO, Whom to contact for purchase matters etc. 

Participants shown maximum interest in technology developed for societal applications (DAT, DWS, MSS Typs-D etc.), 

working model showing how GEO, MEO LEO satellites orbits around earth & model of launch vehicle & understanding of 

it's working. Besides this, during the year TTID / PPG along with SAC technical team from MESA, ESSA & SRA participated 

in State level Vendor Development programmes jointly organized by CII & MSME at Surat & Rajkot.

SAC participation in Vendor Development Programmes (VDP)
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SAC celebrated Republic day on January 26, 2013. Shri A. S. Kiran Kumar, 
Director, SAC unfurled the National flag. Speaking on the occasion he 
appreciated the successful launch and operationalisation of C-band Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR) onboard RISAT-1 and the realization of first navigation 
satellite IRNSS-1A. He also mentioned about the upcoming launch of GSAT-7, 
GSAT-10, GSAT-14, INSAT-3D satellite and the ground segment preparations 
needed by the user community. He pointed out that this year we would see 
work on payloads in the areas of SATCOM, SATNAV, and Remote Sensing and 
Planetary mission. He remarked the challenges taken up by this centre to initiate 
work for the realization of the 3 important payloads of Mars. He commented the 
on-going activities of microwave payloads like L-band SAR for RISAT-3, X-band 
SAR for RISAT-4. Speaking on to the remote sensing applications side, he 
highlighted crop forecasting activity at Mahalanobis National Crop Forecast 
Centre (MNCFC) and SAC contribution towards the disaster management 
support, Polar science studies etc. At the end he commented dedication and 
involvement of SAC community to realize the challenging tasks set forth by the 
Indian Space Programme.

A large number of employees and their family members participated in the 
celebrations. Director, SAC presented children's award to the meritorious 

Indian Meteorological Society Ahmedabad Chapter  and Indian Society of  Remote Sensing Ahmedabad Chapter, 
arranged 8th Prof. Satish Dhawan Lecture by Dr. Barbara J. Ryan, Director, WMO Space Programme, on “Space 
observations for the Meteorology and climate change studies: State-of-Art and challenges” on January 2013.

students of SAC and DECU who had scored highest marks in X & XII CBSE/ICSE & state board exams during the academic 
year 2011-12. On the eve of republic day a Mini-marathon was also organized

th
Every year 4  March is celebrated as 'National Safety Day' to revive the 
commitment of employees and general public to work safely throughout the 
year. SAC celebrated Safety week from March 4-10, 2013.  On this Occasion the 
Centre Safety Committee organized various events like essay competition, 
painting competition, elocution competition to create awareness. A 
competition cum Mock exercise of fire alertness by CISF was carried out at the 
campus. A large number of staff members participated in these events. 

On this occasion two lectures, (i) “Stress to De-stress (A simple journey)” by Dr 
Sangita Dagia, Clinical Psychologist; (ii) “3 Cs for Cancer: Check, Control & 
Conquer” by Dr. Sheroo Zamindar, Apollo hospital, were conducted on March 
8, 2013.

The celebrations concluded with the prize distribution ceremony. Prizes were 
awarded to the winners of the competitions by Controller, SAC. 

National Safety Week Celebration

SAC Celebrates Republic day

Prof. Satish Dhawan Lecture

Talk by Dr Sangita Dagia, Clinical Psychologist

EventsEvents
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Shri Santanu Sinha, Sci/Eng, ESSA receiving 
Young Scientist award

SAC Scientists bag ASI Awards
ASI is a professional society set up in 1990 serving for the promotion of 

astronautics and space in the country through dissemination of knowledge and 
information related to the subject. The awards were instituted to recognize 
talented scientists and engineers who have made outstanding achievements and 
significant contributions in different areas of astronautics and space.

Three scientists from Space Applications Centre received the prestigious 
Astronautical Society of India (ASI) awards for the years 2010 and 2011. Dipak 
Kumar Das, DD, SNPA granted award in the category of Spacecraft and Related 
Technologies for the year 2010. 

The Young Scientist Award for the year 2010 has been awarded to Santanu Sinha while the award for Best 
Woman Scientist (2011) went to Punam Pradeepkumar.

 Shri Gopal Umat, Technician, MESA received 'Space Gold Medal-2010' by Astronautical Society of India in 
recognition of his meritorious contribution to ISRO programme. 

Shri. D. K.  Das, DD, SNPA & Asso. Programme
Director for GEOSAT receiving ASI award

Shri Gopal Umat,MESA receiving Space Gold 
Medal-2010

Ms. Punam Pradeepkumar, Sci/Eng, MRSA receiving
Best Women Scientist award

EventsEvents

(Rajasthan). Over a 85,000 people mostly students from 
Schools and Colleges visited the exhibitions.

Meritorious students and their teachers of Odisha state 
visited the VSSE. SAC campus tour was conducted by 
VSSE for these students.

During the second quarter VSSE has celebrated National 
Technology Day on May 11, 2013. About 635 persons 
visited during the day.
Models of Mars colour camera (MCC) and Thermal 
Imaging Spectrometer (TIS) of MARS Mission, 
indigenous TTA and TR modules were displayed during 
the day in VSSE.

National Technology day celebrations at VSSE

Vikram Sarabhai SPACE Exhibition (VSSE) ACTIVITIES
VSSE celebrated National Science day on February 28, 
2013. A special arrangement was made in dome to 

thdisplay 30 posters of the 6  GEOSS symposium. The 
satellite images of KUMBHMELA and part of Delhi were 
star attraction. BHUVAN website was demonstrated to the 
visitors. About 315 persons visited during the day.  The 
celebration concluded with the 'face to face' meeting with 
SAC scientists and participants. Participants were curious 
to know about ISRO's Space programme, space Science 
and Astrophysics.  

VSSE also arranged four mobile exhibitions at  Matar 
(Dist: Kheda ), BITS Pilani GOA campus, Baroda during 
MSME Industrial exhibition and Jhunjhunu, Nawalgarh 

Mobile exhibition arranged by VSSE 



th
The 6  GEOSS Asia-Pacific Symposium on the theme of 
“Accelerating interlinkages in the Asia-Pacific (AP) region 
for global Earth observations” was organized by the GEO 
(Group on Earth Observations) Secretariat and Space 
Applications Centre of Indian Space Research 
Organization (ISRO), with the support of Japan's Ministry 
of Education, Culture, Sports and Technology (MEXT) 
during February 25-27, 2013 at Ahmedabad.

The Group on Earth Observation (GEO)

th6  GEOSS Asia – Pacific Symposium

GEO is a voluntary partnership of governments and 
international organizations. It provides a framework 
within which these partners can develop new projects and 
coordinate their strategies and investments.  It is 
coordinating efforts to build a Global Earth Observation 
System of Systems (GEOSS). GEO was established in 2005 
after the World Summit on Sustainable Development 
(WSSD). GEO's members as of July 2013 include 88 
countries and the European Commission. It provides a 
framework within which these partners can coordinate 
their Earth observation strategies and investments and 
share their data. One of the main objectives of GEO is to 
promote international collaboration for exploiting the 
growing potential of Earth observations to support 
decision making in an increasingly complex and 
environmentally stressed world.

The objectives of the symposium at Ahmedabad were to 
promote societal benefits from the Global Earth 
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS), and to 
strengthen international networking within the AP 
region. To focus the discussion, parallel sessions were 
organized on topics like Asia Water Cycle Initiative, 

th thInaugural photo of 6  GEOSS AP on 25  February 2013

Agriculture and Food Security, Forest Carbon Tracking 
(FCT), Asia-Pacific Biodiversity Observation Network (AP-
BON) and Ocean Observations and Society. 

The symposium was attended by more than 170 
participants from  more than 15 countries of Asia-Pacific 
region and officials of GEO secretariat, Geneva. The 
participants of different Asia-Pacific countries like 
Australia, Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, 
Malaysia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Vietnam etc. 
deliberated for three days about various aspects of Earth 
Observation data sharing and applications of EO data for 
societal benefits collected via satellites and ground based 
platforms. A wide variety of institutions participated in 
the Symposium representing academia, user 
departments, space organisations and other institutions. 

The symposium also hosted a panel discussion on 
identification of key issues to accelerating interlinkages in 
the Asia-Pacific (AP) region for global Earth observations.

The Opening Remarks was made by Dr. Barbara J Ryan, 
GEO Secretariat Director, and was followed with welcome 
by Mr Satoru Ohtake, GEO Principal-Japan, Dy. Director 
General, MEXT Japan and Dr Jai Singh Parihar, GEO 
Principal, India, Dy. Director, SAC, India. The keynote 
speech was made by Dr K. Radhakrishnan, Chairman ISRO 
via video-conferencing. The GEOSS Activity Report was 
given by Dr Barbara Ryan, GEO Secretariat Director. The 
remarks was made by Dr Shailesh R Nayak, Secretary 
MoES, India and Guest of  Honour- Dr Ranganath R. 
Navalgund, Vikram Sarabhai Distinguished Professor. 

Dr. Ryan Barbara, GEO Secretariat Director interacting

 with Shri. A.S. Kiran Kumar, Director, SAC
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th 6 GEOSS Asia Pacific Symposium-
“Accelerating interlinkages in the Asia-Pacific (AP) region” hosted by SAC.
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Blood donation Camp Organizing Committee in SAC has 
conducted Blood Donation Camp on March 22, 2013 
with the help of Indian Red Cross Society. Many 
employees of SAC & DECU were participated in the camp 
and collected 176 Units of Blood. One Unit of Blood saves 
the lives of three. 

SAC won five  prizes-1st prize for S

in 
various categories of 

AC Campus in Garden 
category of Public Sector / Large area & Bopal campus for 
educational Institutional category, Ist prize for cut flowers 
& Rose flowers and overall performance trophy- 

Horticultural competition organized 
by Gujarat Horticulture Association. 

Mr. Charles F. Bolden Jr., Administrator of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) of United States, 
visited SAC on June 25, 2013. This is the first visit by Charles F. Bolden Jr. to any ISRO Centre after he took over as 
NASA Administrator in July 2009. Mr. Bolden is the third NASA chief to visit ISRO in the past 4 decades.

The NASA Administrator had a meeting with Dr. K. Radhakrishnan, Chairman, ISRO/ Secretary, Department of Space 
along with senior officials of ISRO to discuss the on-going cooperative activities between ISRO and NASA and also 
the potential areas of future cooperation.

Mr. Charles Bolden delivered a talk on 'NASA's Space Programme' highlighting the current work at NASA as well as 
future plans to advance space exploration and reach new destinations such as an asteroid and Mars. He commented 
on NASA's new asteroid initiative, which includes work to identify and characterise asteroids of all types and a 
mission to capture and redirect an asteroid into an orbit closer to Earth so that astronauts can visit it. The talk was 
delivered in SAC Auditorium and transmitted to all ISRO Centres and Units. Mr. Bolden also visited some of the 
technical facilities of SAC pertaining to the development of satellite sensors and antennas. 

India and United States pursue active civil space cooperation mainly in the areas of earth sciences, space exploration, 
satellite navigation and professional exchange. 

NASA Chief visits SAC

EventsEvents
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April 2013

Shri L G Dadukiya 
ADMIN-CMD
1-April-1978

Smt N R Shrimali
ADMIN-PGA-P&GA

03-May-1985 

Shri. Ashvin K Chudasama
ESSA-EFMG-TIMCD

13-July-1978

Shri. Y S Detholia
MESA-MSFG-MFF

13-Nov-1973

Shri. Kartik P Bhalsod  
MESA-ASMG-AMFID

31-May-1983

Shri D R M Samudraiah
SEDA

07-July-1976

Shri D R Mistry
SNPA-RFSG-FSD

20-June-1977

May 2013

Shri S C Gajjar 

DECU

1-Sep-1971

Smt Rekha S Despande

DECU-SFG-SOD

01-May-1973 

Shri. B M Valand

DECU-SFG-SOD

24-Jan-1984

Shri. Ponkia Hirjibhai 

DECU-SNDG-TND

15-Dec-1976

Shri. V V  Datania  

DECU-SFG-PPD

17-April-1978

Shri L U Chauhan
ADMIN-ACCOUNTS

11-June-1973

Shri Dalu S Bharwad
ADMIN-CMD
05-Sep-1971

Shri Ishwar Makwana
ADMIN-PGA-CANTEEN

15-Sep-1973

Shri M J Gajjar 
ADMIN-Purchase

19-Sep-1977

Shri Lalsha I Fakir 

ESSA-EFMD-PFD

27-May-1987

Shri B M Prajapati

MESA-MSFG-MFF-

20-Nov-1973 

Shri. R Y Bhagwat

ADMIN-CMD

10-July-1975

Shri. Naresh H Bhatnagar

MESA

10-April-1973

Shri. K U Patel  

ADMIN-PGA-Transport

19-June-1987

Shri A A Patel
SNAA-OECG-AES

12-June-1973

Shri P Satyanarayana
SNPA-OECG-AES

02-Aug-1971

Shri R B Bavaria
SNPA-RFSG-PFD

06-July-1977

June 2013

Ms. D N Lalwani
SNPA-ODCG
27-Dec-1973

Shri   S K Rathod
ADMIN-PGA-CANTEEN

19-Nov-1974    

Shri. D D Kharadi
SNPA-RFSG-PFD

4-Dec-1978  

Shri  S Ramdass
PPG-PPMD
2-May-1974                   

Shri. Nagajan Gigabhai Bapodra
ESSA-EFMG-TIMCD

28-July-1978                   

Shri K B Fakir
ADMIN-CMD
2-Mar-1982

Shri S D Patel 
ADMIN-PGA-CANTEEN

1-Jan-1973

Shri Ishwar D Pandya
ADMIN-ACCOUNTS

16-May-1975 

Shri. J D Bhatt
ADMIN-CMD

1-Oct-1977

Shri. Ramachandra M Nimje
ADMIN-PURCHASE

12-Jan-1977

Shri. N S Metha 
EPSA-ATDG-RACF

8-Nov-1976

Smt Pushpa Sudhakaran
ADMIN-ACCOUNTS

19-Sep-1977

Smt. Remani Suresh
MRSA-MSTG
21-Jul-1983

January 2013 February 2013

March 2013

May 2013

(Details indicate  Name, Division and  the Journey commencement at SAC)
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